WELCOME TO OUR OFFICE!
We are so pleased that you have chosen us as your Eye Doctors!
Quite frankly, we consider it an honor.
Recently, it seems that a lot of caring is missing from medical “care”. In many cases,
even eye care has become nothing short of an impersonal business. We, at Dr. Dorothy
Park & Associates, vow that we will not let that happen in our practice. We became
doctors because we love to care for people and we refuse to lose that passion for each and
every patient.
Here’s what our vow means for you. First, we humbly thank our patients for voting us
as the Winner of THE STATE newspaper’s Readers’ Choice Award four years in a row.
We are dedicated to working toward the highest quality of eye care for you and your
family. Our well-trained staff is excited about providing you with friendly and efficient
service.
We vow that if you have an emergency, we’re always available. “Friends don’t let
friends” go to the ER with their eyes. Just call 254-6306 anytime so that we can get back
to you promptly. An emergency is an emergency.
Our patients are very busy so we are available for late visits on Tuesdays in addition to
our 8 to 6 hours. We’d want that from our practitioner.
We’ve expanded our stock of contemporary frames and contact lenses. Our in-house
lab allows us, in many instances, to edge lenses while you wait. We encourage you to
stop by at your convenience and browse in our boutique.
If you refer a friend or loved one to us, we will credit your account up to $20.00 toward
your next purchase of eyewear for sharing your enthusiasm with your loved ones. We
vow to treat them with the same conviction and energy with which we’re helping you.
Perhaps it’s a little hokey to say, but a friend of yours is a friend of ours.

If you have any questions or concerns at all, we will work with you in every way we
can, because that’s what caring means to us.

On behalf of our entire staff at Dr. Dorothy Park & Associates, we thank
you again for the opportunity to serve you!
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